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Chairman of Creative Economy Agency (BEKRAF) 
 
Government of The Republic of Indonesia, through the Creative Economy Agency (BEKRAF), 
which is under and responsible to the President, fostering and supporting all stakeholders of creative 
economy in Indonesia. BEKRAF supports all the positive efforts of Indonesian designers to build 
creative economic ecosystems in Indonesia and elevate them internationally. One of these efforts is 
the implementation of INDESIGNATION 2016. 
The potential for Indonesian product design development is enormous. BEKRAF is energetically 
supported by the Alliance of Industrial Product Designers of Indonesia (ADPII), as a creative synergy 
of national creative industry players to enhance the added value and competitiveness of Indonesia's 
creative industries internationally. INDESIGNATION, which was initiated by ADPII is one 
manifestation of the efforts of the Indonesian product designers in bringing together all of its creative 
potential. 
The scientific exchange, experience, and networking activities taking place at INDESIGNATION 
are expected to be a sustainable activity in lifting creative industry players, especially in the field of 
Industrial Product Design and Craft nationwide to the global scene. It is expected that through this 
activity, Indonesia's creative economy will develop rapidly into Indonesia's soft power competitive 
advantage in improving its position in the world's creative economy. 
BEKRAF is optimistic that if all professional associations proactively organize such an 
international event, Indonesia will be able to increase its acceleration in creating an efficient and 
conducive economic ecosystem. Thus, creative actors in the field of product design and kriya can 
work more optimally so that the creative economy is able to contribute significantly to the national 
GDP.Bandung, April 30, 2017. 
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M. Ridwan Kamil, ST, MUD 
Major of Bandung 
 
Although it is a relatively new phenomenon, Creative Economy has actually lasted for quite some 
time in Bandung city. The fact that the younger generation dominates the proportion of the population 
of Bandung (68% of its 2.5 million people is under 40), and that there are more than 50 universities in 
Bandung, whose best reputation is in the arts, crafts, design, architecture and culture, becomes the 
biggest indicator of Bandung's strength: its creative human resources.  
This creative human resources, which is one of the key elements in the Creative Economy 
Ecosystem, is also supported by the presence of other elements, namely Creation (karya), both of 
products and services; Market; and Research & Development, which are all available in Bandung. 
These factors have contributed to the economic growth and capacity building of the community, as 
well as providing its own color for the dynamics in Bandung.  
The government of Bandung City seeks to accommodate the energy and ideas of its citizens 
through the spaces of expression and various facilities to support policies, which is the application of 
the concept of Bandung's development triangle, namely Innovation, Decentralization, and 
Collaboration. This concept encourages active participation of various elements of citizens and 
communities. The implementation of INDESIGNATION, initiated by the Alliance of Industrial 
Product Designers of Indonesia (ADPII), is one of the real manifestations of the initiative. Bandung 
City Government fully supports and also boasts this international event, which can also strengthen the 
position of Bandung as the City of World Design in Creative City Network UNESCO.  
The consistency of INDESIGNATION, which has been planned to be an annual event, is expected 
to have a real impact, both for improving the welfare of Bandung residents through various activities 
and design works, as well as for capacity building of human resources, scientific fields, and 
professional organizations, which can also enhance its reputation in the field of global Creative 
Economics. 
Bandung, April 30, 2017 
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Dr. Dwinita Larasati, MA 
Chairperson of Creative Economy Committee of Bandung City 
 
The status of Bandung as a City of Design in UNESCO Creative Cities Network (UCCN) that was 
obtained in December 2015 has posed a challenge for Bandung to reinforce that predicate by verifying 
that design in particular and a variety of creative capacities in general are a great potential for 
improving people's welfare.  
As a member of UCCN, Bandung City is obliged to fulfil its commitments in the proposal, such as 
holding international-scale design events, which also integrate with other sub-sectors in creative 
economy, and are expected to deliver positive impact to designers, lecturers, students, professionals, 
design production units, and all related stakeholders. 
The Creative Economy Committee of Bandung City, a group that was formed to compose and 
ensure that creative economy programs of Bandung City are implemented according to plan, 
welcomes the commencement of INDESIGNATION, an initiative by the Alliance of Industrial 
Product Designers Indonesia (ADPII), which has become one among the many milestones of the 
existence of design profession in Bandung City, involving all stakeholders within the whole Creative 
Economy Ecosystem in this city. This event is expected to be held continuously and become a 
creative network platform for Bandung City and other cities, both at national and international levels. 
 




Dr. Dwinita Larasati, MA 
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Design field, emerged briefly after the industrial revolution era, integrates the potentials of 
technology with art to improve living quality. Design is a concrete manifestation of intellectual 
thinking; an act of collaboration between rationality, emotion, and ethic in either subjective or 
objective ways. It optimizes chances in finding solution that emerges even in limited conditions. 
Design gives also people a sense of cultural and national identity.  
The result of design process is directly in touch with human as a part of society that holds certain 
values as behaviour guidance. At the same time, culture can be perceived as a series of consensual 
values acquired from varied factors, approved by the society to perform their activities. While a 
design work needs to correspondents with society‘s existing values, design will always bring new 
interpretation that naturally forms new value. A design work is accepted by society if it has 
corresponding values with existing values.  
Thanks to the evolution of technology that has gifted possibilities to materialize human 
imagination, in order to fulfil human ‗needs, wants, and demands‘. As a result, society will always 
interact with design. Human is involuntarily surrounded by design as a medium of novel values from 
the creator.  
Considering the wider possibility of acculturation, this conference took a theme ― Nation in Design 
Culture – Design in Nation‘s Culture‖  
The levitated theme was trying to explore various thoughts on how the relationship between 
design, culture, and national identity viewed from different aspects and fields of design. In what way 
design can change culture, and correspondingly, in what way a certain culture can bring specific 
impact to design. How design is accepted by society with particular existing values; and how society 
form new values as a result of accepting design as a part of their life. Since social values always shift 
dynamically, then as a part of society, designer needs to be susceptible to the dynamic; for design and 
culture are always in constant change.   
This proceedings is the collection of manuscripts from the conference organized by the Indonesian 
Alliance of Industrial Designers (ADPII), and hosted by the government of Bandung, held in 
Bandung, 10 – 11 November 2016. This proceedings provide the thoughts for researchers, 
academicians, practitioners, as well as industrial professionals from all over the world to present their 
research results and development activities in the fields of design and culture. 
Hopefully this proceedings could provide valuable records of new ideas and application 
experiences, to develop the future mutual research relations and collaboration among all stakeholders. 
 
 
Bandung, April 30, 2017 
 
Adhi Nugraha, PhD 
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Group 1. Transportation, Culture, and Design 
 
FELIZ- ELECTRIC URBAN BIKE FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENT WITH UNISEX CONCEPT 




SECURITY BY DESIGN FOR BIKE-SHARING SERVICES AS SUSTAINABLE 
PUBLIC FACILITY 
Irfan Gani Purwanda, Dwinita Larasati, Intan Rizky Mutiaz 
 
7 
PERANCANGAN DESAIN GRAFIS BADAN BUS DENGAN ILUSTRASI 
KEARIFAN LOKAL KHAS INDONESIA 
Bus Body Graphic Design with Indonesian Local Wisdom Illustration 
Mazaya Muftiya Al Farabi 
 
11 
PENGEMBANGAN DESAIN FASILITAS KESELAMATAN WISATA BAHARI 
PADA PERAHU NELAYAN TRADISIONAL PANGANDARAN 
Safety Facility Design Development of Marine Tourism in Pangandaran Traditional 
Fishing Boat 
Edi Setiadi Putra, Aldrian Agusta 
 
14 
PENGEMBANGAN DESAIN PRODUK LOW DECK ELECTRIC BUS SEBAGAI 
TRANSPORTASI PUBLIK UNTUK  KOTA METROPOLITAN 





IDENTIFICATION OF USER EXPERIENCE RESPONSES IN SEQUENTIAL 




THIRD GENERATION OF DOCKING BIKE-SHARE IN BANDUNG TOURISM 
AREA (BANDUNG BIKE-SHARE, WEST JAVA, INDONESIA) 
Ratriana Aminy, Anugrah Nurrewa 
 
28 
REDEFINING DESIRES, HOPES AND BEHAVIORS FOR THE FUTURE OF 
SMART URBAN TRANSPORTATION FOR THE CITY OF BANDUNG, CASE 
STUDY: MICROBUS EV-ITB PROTOTYPE  
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Group 2. Small Industries and Culture 
  
TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES AND CREATIVITY MIE LETHEK  PRODUCTION 
PROCESS TECHNOLOGY 





MANIK-MANIK KACA JOMBANG INSPIRASI UNTUK PENGEMBANGAN 
MOTE BATIK JAWA TIMUR JOMBANG  
Glass Beads Inspiration for the Development of “Mote Batik” From East Java 
D. R. Amelia 
 
47 
PRELIMINARY MARKET RESEARCH FOR GETUK PISANG KEDIRI 
PACKAGING DESIGN WITH DATA MINING 
Widi Sarinastiti, Dwi Susanto, Halimatus Sa'dyah, Viranita Dewi Noviyanti, Fauziza Yonas Sukma Putri, 
Reza Rahman Ramadhan 
 
51 
KAJIAN TENTANG INDUSTRI KREATIF –  BUSANA MUSLIM BERBASIS  
KEARIFAN LOKAL DI INDONESIA SEBAGAI PELOPOR KIBLAT  BUSANA 
MUSLIM DUNIA 
The Study on Muslim Clothing's Creative Industry -  Based on  Indonesian Local 
Wisdom as a Pioneer of Global Muslim Clothing Center 
Nurul Hidayati, Khozinatus Sadah 
 
54 
PENGEMBANGAN DESAIN PRODUK TAS BEGAL (BEBAS BERGAYA DAN 
LUWES) SEBAGAI UPAYA PEMBERDAYAAN PERAJIN TAS DAN KOPER DI 
DESA TANGGULANGIN SIDOARJO, PASKA BENCANA LUMPUR LAPINDO 
The Development of 'BEGAL'  (Free in Style and Flexible) Bags Product Design as an 
Effort to Empower Bag and  Suitcase Craftsmen in Tanggulangin Village Sidoarjo, Post 
Lapindo Mud Disaster 
Khozinatus Sadah, Arizka Rahma Sani, Rizna Eka Nursanti, Mazaya Mutia A. F 
 
59 
REVITALISASI DESAIN TUNGKU MASAK (DESA MERUPAKAN RAJUTAN 
KECERDASAN BAGI MASA DEPAN) 
Revitalization of Cooking-Furnace Design (Village as an Intelligence Woven for the 
Future) 
Winta Adhitia Guspara; Mahatmanto; Linda Octavia 
 
62 
INDONESIANS’ ATTITUDES TOWARD THE CHAIR MATERIAL AND 
MATERIAL COMBINATION 
Intan Prameswari, Haruo Hibino, Shinichi Koyama 
 
66 
VISCERAL DESIGN DALAM KAIN TENUN SUTERA GARUT 
Visceral Design in Garut Silk Weaving  
Nandang Setiawan, Achmad Syarief, Yanyan Sunarya 
 
70 
VISUAL CHARACTERISTIC OF BANANA STALK FIBER LAMINATION AS AN 




ADAPTATION OF TEAK WOOD SELECTION ON FURNITURE INDUSTRY TO 
OVERCOME THE LIMITATION OF WOODEN AMOUNT (CASE STUDY: 
MANGGALA FURNITURE, CENTRAL JAVA, INDONESIA) 
Arianti Ayu Puspita, Jamaludin 
 
78 
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Group 3. Building a Creative Society and a Design City 
REINTREPRETING THE LEGACY OF MAJAPAHIT VISUAL ART IN ORDER TO 
DEVELOP CREATIVE COMMUNITIES IN TROWULAN 
Setyawan, Anung Studyanto,  Kustiawan Arifin 
 
89 
PENGARUH KEGIATAN KARNAVAL TERHADAP PELESTARIAN BUDAYA 
DAN KREATIVITAS MASYARAKAT, STUDI KASUS MFC (MALANG FLOWER 
CARNIVAL) 
The Effect of Carnival Activities on Cultural Preservation and the Society Creativity, 
Case Study Malang Flower Carnival 
Agus Sunandar, Khozinatus Sadah  
 
94 
CRAFTSMEN VERSUS DESIGNERS: THE DIFFERENCE OF IN-DEPTH 
COGNITIVE LEVELS AT THE EARLY STAGE OF IDEA GENERATION  
Deny Willy Junaidy, Yukari Nagai, Muhammad Ihsan 
99 
  
MAPPING SURABAYA CREATIVE INDUSTRY’S MOVEMENT 
Kumara Sadana Putra, Ramok Lakoro, Muhammad Cahyo 
 
105 
THE FLEXIBLE BUILT-IN FURNITURES TO COPE WITH LIMITED SPACE 
PROBLEM IN INDONESIA MODEST RENTED FLAT (RUSUNAWA) 




Group 4. Creativity in Education with a Global Vision 
KELAHIRAN KAMERA GENGGAM YANG MEREVOLUSI SISTEM 
REPRODUKSI MEKANIK DALAM PERFILMAN, STUDI LITERATUR 
DIDASARKAN  FILM DOKUMENTER “THE CAMERA THAT CHANGED THE 
WORLD” 
The Birth of Hand Held Cameras that Revolutionized the Mechanical Reproduction 
System in Film Industry, Literature Study Based on Documentary Film "The Camera that 
Changed the World" 
Adi Surahman, Wawan Setiawan 
 
121 
STRUKTURASI DALAM NOVEL DAN FILM “PINTU TERLARANG” 
Structuring the Novel and Movie "The Forbidden Door" 
Celcillia Lisiane Halim, Alvanov Zpalanzani, Yasraf Amir Piliang 
 
124 
KAJIAN AWAL SKEMA WARNA KESUNDAAN (STUDI KASUS WARNA 
BEUREUM, KONENG DAN HEJO PAUL) 
Initial Study on Sundanese Color Scheme (Case Study Beureum, Koneng and Hejo Paul 
Colors 
129 
DAMPAK ‘KOREAN WAVE’ TERHADAP INDUSTRI ALOE VERA (KASUS:  
ALOE VERA SEBAGAI KOMODITI UNGGULAN KOTA PONTIANAK) 
The Impact of 'Korean Wave' on Aloe Vera Industry (Case: Aloe Vera as a Leading 
Commodity of Pontianak City) 
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CREATING UNIQUE AND CONTEXTUAL EDUCATIONAL GAME THROUGH 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
Muhammad Hajid An Nur, Agus Sachari, Nedina Sari 
 
135 
REKOMENDASI DESAIN DIGITAL MEDIA KOLABORASI KELUARGA UNTUK 
ANAK USIA DINI 
Digital Design Recommendations of Family Collaboration Media for Early Childhood 
Ade Rahma Yuly, Hafiz Aziz Ahmad, Ary Setijadi Prihatmanto 
 
139 
DESAIN APLIKASI SUMBER PERMAINAN KEPRAMUKAAN “SUPERKA” 
SEBAGAI PENUNJANG PEMBELAJARAN EKSTRAKURIKULER PRAMUKA  
Application Design of Scouting Source Game "Superka" to Support Extracurricular 
Scout Learning 
Achmad Robeth, Khozinatus Sadah, Firman Turohmi 
144 
 
PENGEMBANGAN MEDIA AJAR PRAKTIKUM PEMBUATAN KEMEJA MOTIF 
SAMBUNG BERBASIS ADOBE AFTER EFFECT SEBAGAI MEDIA PENUNJANG 
PEMBELAJARAN PRODI TATA BUSANA UNIVERSITAS NEGERI MALANG 
Media Development of Teaching Practicum in Shirt Making with Conjunction Motives 
Based on Adobe After Effect as a Learning Support Media Program  Fashion Study of 
Universitas Negeri Malang 




TRILINGUAL DISCUSSION (INDONESIAN, ARABIC AND ENGLISH) AS THE 
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION TO IMPROVE THE ABILITY OF DA'WAH IN 
GLOBALIZATION ERA 
Khuzaimah, Khozinatus Sadah, Mufidatus Sholihah 
 
153 
GAGASAN PENGEMBANGAN DESAIN EDUKASI GEMBATRON “GAME 
LIMBAH ELEKTRONIK” BERBASIS ANDROID 
The Idea to Develop Gembatron (Game of Electronic Waste) Design, Android Based 
Education Game 
Sayyidul Kahfi, Khozinatus Sadah 
 
157 
DIGITALISASI TARI TRADISIONAL: TEROBOSAN BIDANG PENDIDIKAN SENI 
BUDAYA DI ERA GLOBAL 
Digitalization of Traditional Dances: A Breakthrough for Cultural Arts Education in 
Global Era 
Harry Nuriman, Setiawan Sabana, Intan Rizky Mutiaz, Nia Kurniasih 
 
161 
FROM “DEFINITION” TO “MEANING” THROUGH CREATIVE THINKING 
COURSE, EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF CREATIVE THINKING COURSE 
APPROACH BASED ON EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING SCHEME AND MULTIPLE 
INTELLIGENCES IN DESIGN EDUCATION 
Agustina Kusuma Dewi, Rully Darmawan 
 
166 
KLINIK KEKAYAAN INTELEKTUAL MAHASISWA FSRD UNTUK MENINGKATKAN 
PROGRAM PENGUATAN SISTEM INOVASI FAKULTAS  
Intellectual property clinic for the students of fine arts and design faculty as 
strengthened program for the institution innovation system 
170 
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IF. Bambang Sulistyono SK 
 
STRATEGI PENINGKATAN KECERDASAN INTERPERSONAL DENGAN 
PENDEKATAN AUDIO-VISUAL UNTUK SISWA AUTIS 
Improvement Strategies of Interpersonal Intelligence with Audio-Visual Approach for 
Student with Autism 
Nuril Kusuma Wardani, Shara Nurrahmi 
 
176 
”PASARAN”, LOCALITY EDUCATIONAL GAME OF EARLY AGE GIRLS IN 




THE APPLICATION OF ‘TALI AIR’ BATIK PRINT IN BATIK PRODUCT DESIGN  
Ghaida Nasya, Khairu Zeta, Susi Susyanti 
 
184 
‘CRAFT’ DAN TRADISI AKADEMIK PENDIDIKAN DESAIN 




Group 5. Entrepreneurship and Design 
INFLUENCING PARTICIPATION BEHAVIOUR IN SHARING ECONOMY, A 
DESIGN STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING PARTICIPATION OF SHARING 
ECONOMY IN INDONESIA 
Soma Wiraga Saniscara, John Boult 
 
197 
SOCIAL MEDIA MINING AS ADDED VALUE ON MARKET RESEARCH 
Halimatus Sa‟dyah, Widi Sarinastiti, Citra Devi Murdaningtyas 
 
202 
CREATIVE DESIGN STRATEGY FOR ENGAGEMENT MODEL: CASE 
STUDY BUDGET HOTEL IN BANDUNG 
Vanessa Catalina Fuadi, Sonny Rustiadi  
 
205 
PROPOSED BUSINESS STRATEGY INNOVATION THROUGH SYNERGY 





INDONESIA 2020 - INOVASI DESAIN DAN TANTANGANNYA 
Indonesia 2020 – Design Innovation and the Challanges 
Yannes Martinus Pasaribu 
 
218 
SIMULASI PENERIMAAN PASAR UNTUK PENGEMBANGAN PRODUK 
BARU MENGGUNAKAN PENDEKATAN PEMODELAN BERBASIS AGEN  
Market Acceptance Simulation for New Product Development Using Agent Based 
Modeling [ABM] Approach 
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Group 2  
Small Industries and Culture 
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Group 2. Small Industries and Culture 
 
TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES AND CREATIVITY MIE 
LETHEK PRODUCTION PROCESS TECHNOLOGY 
 
Bertha Bintari W 
 
43 
MANIK-MANIK KACA JOMBANG INSPIRASI UNTUK 
PENGEMBANGAN MOTE BATIK JAWA TIMUR 
JOMBANG  
Glass Beads Inspiration for the Development of “Mote Batik” 
From East Java 
 
D. R. Amelia 
 
47 
PRELIMINARY MARKET RESEARCH FOR GETUK 
PISANG KEDIRI PACKAGING DESIGN WITH DATA 
MINING 
Widi Sarinastiti, Dwi Susanto, Halimatus Sa'dyah, Viranita Dewi 




KAJIAN INDUSTRI KREATIF BUSANA MUSLIM 
BERBASIS KEARIFAN LOKAL DI INDONESIA SEBAGAI 
PELOPOR KIBLAT BUSANA MUSLIM DUNIA 
The Study on Muslim Clothing's Creative Industry - Based on 
Indonesian Local Wisdom as a Pioneer of the World Muslim 
Clothing Center 
 
Nurul Hidayati, Khozinatus Sadah 
 
54 
PENGEMBANGAN DESAIN PRODUK TAS BEGAL 
(BEBAS BERGAYA DAN LUWES) SEBAGAI UPAYA 
PEMBERDAYAAN PERAJIN TAS DAN KOPER DI DESA 
TANGGULANGIN SIDOARJO, PASKA BENCANA 
LUMPUR LAPINDO 
The Development of 'BEGAL' (Free in Style and Flexible) Bags 
Product Design as an Effort to Empower Bag and Suitcase 
Craftsmen in Tanggulangin Village Sidoarjo, Post Lapindo Mud 
Disaster 
 
Khozinatus Sadah, Arizka Rahma Sani, Rizna Eka Nursanti, Mazaya 
Mutia A. F 
 
59 
REVITALISASI DESAIN TUNGKU MASAK (DESA 
MERUPAKAN RAJUTAN KECERDASAN BAGI MASA 
DEPAN) 
Revitalization of Cooking-Furnace Design (Village as an 
Intelligence Woven for the Future) 
62 
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Winta Adhitia Guspara; Mahatmanto; Linda Octavia 
 
INDONESIANS’ ATTITUDES TOWARD THE CHAIR 
MATERIAL AND MATERIAL COMBINATION 
 
Intan Prameswari, Haruo Hibino, Shinichi Koyama 
 
66 
VISCERAL DESIGN DALAM KAIN TENUN SUTERA 
GARUT 
Visceral Design in Garut Silk Weaving  
 
Nandang Setiawan, Achmad Syarief, Yanyan Sunarya 
 
70 
VISUAL CHARACTERISTIC OF BANANA STALK FIBER 






ADAPTATION OF TEAK WOOD SELECTION ON 
FURNITURE INDUSTRY TO OVERCOME THE 
LIMITATION OF WOODEN AMOUNT (CASE STUDY: 
MANGGALA FURNITURE, CENTRAL JAVA, INDONESIA) 
 
Arianti Ayu Puspita, Jamaludin 
 
78 
DAMPAK ‘KOREAN WAVE’ TERHADAP INDUSTRI ALOE 
VERA (KASUS: ALOE VERA SEBAGAI KOMODITI 
UNGGULAN KOTA PONTIANAK) 
The Impact of 'Korean Wave' on Aloe Vera Industry (Case: Aloe 
Vera as a Leading Commodity of Pontianak City) 
 
Sheila Andita Putri; Alvanov Zpalanzani Mansoor 
 
83 
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Traditional Industries and Creativity in Mie 
Lethek Production Process Technology 
Bertha Bintari W 
Product Design Department 
Polytechnic of Mechatronics Sanata Dharma 
Yogyakarta, Indonesia 
e-mail: bertha@pmsd.ac.id  
 
Abstract—Traditional industry is an industry that 
empowering people resources that are still by traditional 
technologies in their production processes. Ways of 
processing and equipment that is maintained traditional 
production of the industry is an obstacle to the fulfillment of 
production targets, but culturally, processing, use of the 
traditional technology in industrial equipment and 
production processes is a unique creativity. Dusun Bendo, 
Desa Trimurti, once a production center for flour noodles 
with cassava flour (tapioka) as raw materials. Desa Trimurti 
was right on the edge of the Progo river, included in the 
district of Srandakan, Kab. Bantul. Jogjakarta. There is one 
of noodle industry called Mie Lethek is the property of Yasir 
Ferry Ismatrada grandson of Alm. Bisyi Umar Nasir who 
was the pioneer in the making of tapioka noodles, in the 40s. 
Mie Lethek production process is done by human labor and 
assisted by two cattles. This paper examines how an industry 
is a manifestation of creativity to create applied within the 
framework of the preservation of traditional culture. 
Traditional technologies are morphologically examined the 
entire production work equipment. Morphological 
technology equipment assessed as morphological forms and 
analogies mechanisms as a creative process solve problems 
in the industrial production process of Mie Lethek. From 
these studies it is expected that the value of creative applied 
to technology can be conserved as historical value traditional 
technology. Besides the traditional production process is 
learning the cultural historical value tech community. The 
aim of this paper is to make an example of the tool and 
evaluate the morphological analogy, the output map the 
morphology and function of analogy overview 
Keywords—Mie Lethek Production process, Morphology, 
Analogy, Creativity 
I. BACKGROUND 
The design requires appropriate methods to facilitate 
understanding of the problem and provide the best 
solutions and innovative. The case studies were used to 
assess the application of morphological analysis method 
with a combination of analogy method in this case is the 
process of designing tools to make ― lethek‖ Noodle as 
traditional industries that still use the ability of human 
thinking skills intuitive. The technique which makes this 
study interesting and important is how humans get 
engineering solutions to find or develop a mechanical 
logic that might have existed since centuries ago, but with 
the development and knowledge of new materials and 
technologies, so that the tool can be developed mechanical 
means. 
Mie Lethek gets its name from the noodle‘s muddy 
color. Instead of the usual flour used in Chinese-style 
noodles, the basic ingredients for Mie Lethek comes from 
a mixture of tapioca flour and gaplek or the sliced dried 
cassava roots with no preservatives used. 
Morphology means the study of the form (shape / 
form). Morphological analysis is a systematic effort to 
analyze the product forms. The map of morphology 
(morphological chart) is a summary of the analysis. In the 
future map of morphology (morphological Chart) can help 
the engineering designer to identify new combinations of 
elements or components of the products of this map can 
compile complete elements, components, or sub solutions 
that can be combined to obtain a solution. The solution 
obtained of the possible combinations can be done is a 
solution that has been existing, or new variations. 
Analogy method is to use reasoning phenomenon. 
Analogy in general is one of the techniques in the process 
of inductive reasoning. So the analogy is sometimes also 
referred to as inductive analogy that the process of 
reasoning from one phenomenon to the other similar 
phenomena later concluded that what happened to the first 
phenomenon will occur also in other phenomena. Type 
analogy distinguished from how to use the phenomena and 
relationships. 
II. LETHEK NOODLES PRODUCTION PROCESS 
OBSERVATION 
Dusun Bendo, village Trimurti, once a production 
center of flour noodles with raw materials called tapioka. 
Trimurti village were right on the edge of the Progo River, 
Srandakan, Kabupaten Bantul. The village direction is 
approximately 15 km south of the city of Yogyakarta. 
Business owners of Lethek noodles is Yasir Ferry 
Ismatrada. 
Since its establishment until now nothing has changed 
in terms of both equipment and optional use of its 
workforce. Initially in place is not using the machinery; 
the whole production process is done by human power 
aided by cattle. Cattle which used is a kind of Brahma, 
who has great posture and has a more powerful. Cattle can 
do heavy lifting than a horse or buffalo. In the other side, 
cattle operation is easier, because the speed is adjustable 
and can be stopped suddenly. Energy produced from cattle 
is very large, with a low but consistent pace. In production 
room of a cow would move slowly around the table / 
circular cement tanks as high as 50 cm and a diameter of 3 
meters. Along with the movement of cattle, cylindrical 
stone weighing 1 ton on the table cement connected to 
cattle's neck rotates grind noodle dough. Cattle used in the 
process of grinding and mixing dough cassava flour and 
tapioca flour, before steaming phase and the first batter 
after batter mixing of the first dough steamed. The milling 
process was done 2 times, with an interval of 2 hours rest. 
Cattle also have to run around, and occasionally pausing 
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items 10 to 20 seconds to allow the workers to stir or flip 
through the dough. In one round of cattle stopped 2-3 
times. 
Noodle production house owned by Mr. Ferry has 
three cows. Noodle production takes 2 working days and 
one day off to allow the cows to rest. The cows are used in 
turns every milled. In one day, the production activities 
carried out three times: 08:00, 15:30 hours and 20:00 
hours. 
In one stage of production (day 3 times milled) takes 
650 kg of dough to produce 600 kg of dried noodles. 
Although wearing traditional equipment, production 
capacity can reach 10 tons per month. To get 10 tons of 
noodles, Yasir requires about 10.5 tons of tapioca flour 
and 20 tons of dried cassava. Lethek noodle production is 
still not sufficient market demand is increasing, while the 
increase in the production process still limited. Production 
average per day was 1.15 tons per day but he said figures 
were not yet able to meet the market demand, which 
reached 3-5 tons per day. 
 
Fig. 1. The stages of the production process. 
In the production process there are several steps that 
must be passed. The first stage is milling starting materials 
namely cassava in order to obtain granules desired, the 
second stage was soaking cassava flour, the third stage is 
the mixing result of grinding with tapioca flour, the fourth 
stage is compacting and molding the shape of the box/ 
block size of 30x40 cm, the fifth stage is steaming mixing 
flour that has been shaped block, the sixth stage is the 
process of grinding and the addition of starch to obtain a 
dough composition is desired, the seventh stage is pressing 
noodles dough, eighth stage is steaming noodle, ninth 
stage is a cooling of the noodle, the stage of the tenth is a 
process soaking the noodles can be parsed or separate 
easily, the eleventh stage is measure the noodle volume, 
the twelfth stage is drying, the thirteenth stage is packing. 
Overall, it takes 5 days production from the first phase 
until milling cassava into noodles and ready to sell. Due to 
the process of soaking the flour should be for 2 nights with 
replacement of water each day. While mixing the flour 
with cow power could shift lasts 12 hours with alternating 
cow. The process is continued in the evening if the milling 
process with cattle not finished. Steaming process of flour 
block also requires a long time is about 4 hours. After 
being unloaded from the steamer, is to cooling the flour 
block. Furthermore milled back until the dough has a 
certain elasticity. Furthermore, desired dough is placed in 
presses to make noodle strands. Noodles produced poured 
in sheets of woven bamboo, then steamed back for 3 
hours. After being unloaded from the steamer the noodles 
place in covered plastic and stay overnight in a closed 
condition tarp. The next day soaked in water and then 
measured out and arranged in sheets of woven bamboo 
basket hollow. The woven bamboo sheets are dried under 
the sun. The Difficulty is to drying the noodles if overcast 
conditions drying can last more than 2 days. Drying oven 
rated not produce noodles as expected. Thus this process 
depend solar heat, hot air, and the moving wind had dried 
noodles .The next step is packing the noodles into a plastic 
bag (Fig.1).  
III. CREATIVITY DRIVEN IN DESIGNING MACHINE 
SUBSTITUTION  
The use of modified catapult meant to get tremendous 
pressure on the stalk end. At the end of the shaft has been 
placed sacks of dough and noodles display devices, so that 
the dough will be pressed to produce strands of noodles. 
The force principle of gravity is generate large pressure to 
suppress around more than 1 ton of dough. But with the 
changing times, the owners want a constriction device that 
is more effective and efficient. Then catapult that requires 
five labor as the operator is inefficient. With the method of 
trial and error, the owner tried to make a hydraulic press. 
The owner taught himself about the functions and ways of 
working hydraulics. With creativity then make noodles 
with a hydraulic pressing machine using liquid oil. 
Creatively indeed the owner tried to solve the problem 
because there is an urgent need for a tool presses. The 
working principle is applied is the printing of the noodles 
through the hole in the filter with high pressure. 
Functionally the appliance is functioning, but there are 
things that still need to be revised, even though the use of 
oil. Oil is not safe to use as a hydraulic fluid for the food, 
because of the risk when there is a leak. The use of the tool 
material with iron materials are not food grade also 
dangerous. Below is a catapult replacement tool for 
pressing the noodle dough (Fig.2). Mechanism of catapult 
used to pressing the noodle dough. To operate this 
―machine‖ needs five persons. Now they replaced the 
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Fig. 2. A giant catapult mechanism. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Oil hydraulics pump. 
IV. MORPHOLOGY ANALOGY 
Morphology is a method of studying changes in shape, 
but in the context of designing morphology , it is a creative 
method to generate ideas. By dividing part tool in the form 
of the structure, type of component, part or function of the 
form element tool will easily get substitute alternative 
design tools with the choices made. Morphology will help 
to generate alternative ideas in developing design 
alternatives.  
While the use of analogy is to make it easy to imagine 
the design tool that changed or redesigned. Analogy is the 
perception of object methods, form or function of the tool 













 Sugar Cane grinder 
 
 This truck serves 
full view base 
density of the 
road so that the 
foundation stone 
with another 
stone and bind 
more tightly to 





Stomper serves to 
compact the soil 
surface or base of 
the foundation, 
because of the 
smaller easily 
directed 
movement up and 
down 
 
This tool serves to 
flatten cane to 
extract sugarcane 
juice. The way it 
works is some 
sugar cane rods 
inserted later two 
rollers will move in 
opposite direction 
to flatten out 























Fig. 4. The morphology and analogy study 
In this case study, tool in the morphology and the 
analogy is a dough mixer, dough grinders, mixers and 
presses the noodle dough. Lethek noodle-making process, 
a tool used to pressed, mix the dough. But in the process of 
mixing, the dough flipped process is manually done by the 
operator. In analogy, grinder / compactor analogous to the 
way foundation compactor, soil compactor, and sugar cane 
presses. Analogy mixer using Molen, concrete mixers and 
mixer dough for bread. Inverting tool analogous to 
plowshares, which has the function turn the soil on the 
farm. The design concept is built on the analogy 
morphology alternatives and then analyzed and selected 
the best alternative concepts. The alternative choice is then 
compiled with machine component or device with 
morphology to alternative design concept. The idea of the 
design can be arranged to be more varied but still in the 
realm of thought to design solutions to problems that have 
been encountered before. 
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Unloading dough 
   
Fig. 5. Analogy morphology alternatives of the machine 
component. 
No Variable Variant 
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Fig. 6. Final selected design concept. 
VI. EXAMPLE MORPHOLOGY FOR MACHINE 
LOOKING FOR IDEAS COMPONENTS 
The concept of design alternatives been returned 
through the analysis of the criteria for performance 
specifications are planned. In the finally selected a design 
concept that is then etched, developed and make it in detail 
with working drawings mature plan. To be able to analyze 
about a possible malfunction of the tool properly requires 
experience and knowledge. Methods of making a model to 
test the concept suggested before the prototype tool is 
made as real as possible. Prototype trials will help to 
ensure the tools work according to specifications expected 
performance. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
Morphology in this example is still possible to be 
developed further so that it can be composed of its 
morphological chart. Parts of the morphology which 
thought as analogy function is to find an alternative or 
replacement parts tool aimed at. Preparation of maps 
morphology and try to analogize how the tool works 
requires logic mechanisms, extensive knowledge and 
creativity to connect. Mechanisms logic skills and 
knowledge of the tools that has a function or work like is 
important. With the expected morphology chart designer 
has many logical alternative to design and develop tools. 
The table above shows that the process of creation of 
means of production on the home's noodle industry lethek 
replicate and modify existing tools. Creativity designing 
production tools traced from an understanding of the logic 
of the mechanisms existing tools are then applied to the 
working methods in the production process. Of course in 
the development and technological progress is actually a 
lot of things and a lot of tools that can be replaced, 
changed and modified or replace the system processes and 
work tools into a modern industry, guaranteed by quantity 
and quality and hygiene. But in fact many things that need 
to be appreciated are how the owner has the mission to 
employ as many people and maintain a traditional way and 
is unique in the manufacturing process. Replacement tool 
does do the part that had been considered ineffective and 
inefficient, i.e. for replacing traditional presses with 
hydraulic presses.  
Creativity is not only how to troubleshoot problems 
with the best solutions, but also able to pick the best. The 
selection process is packing production in the traditional 
way which preserved to attract tourists. The production 
process now only conserve power tool grinding work 
remains interesting and unique cow that became an icon of 
culinary tourism in Yogyakarta. Finally this industry 
sustainability depends on the future course whether his 
successor will continue to sustainably or lost in 
modernization and economic interests. 
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